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Ref:Let (82) be an abstract

geometry. Asetofpoints
S=I

is called linear
if there exists

a line 4 where S=l.

Sthatis, all of 3 lies on a line?

If S is notcollinear then
we

thesetscollierthe
A
=(1,2), B =(2,3),C

=(3,4) are

C

collinear. B e

-



However,

P =(0,1),Q
=(1,0), R=(1,1)

one

non-collinear. -

There is no

< Isingle time l ⑳
thatgoes through

P, G, and R.

theHyperbolic plane
the points (0,1, (1,2),

(2,55)

one collinear,
because they

all lie on

2hrs
=[(x,y) =H1)(x-2+y

=55)



5=2.236

saw (0,1, (1,2)
We already

neelie on 25 1And

(2,5)Ez
I

because

( - z)+(5 =()
↑ ↑

X =2 y =53

Note that (3,2), (4,11 also

lie un ehrs

So, (0,1, (1,2), (2,551,
(3,2),(4,1)

one all collinear.



flef:An abstractgeometry

(B, 2) is called an

inci dence geometry if
-

dinct
(i) any tworpoints P,QG 8

lie on a unique
line le.

(ii) there exist
three

points A, B,
CEIthat

one non-collinear.

Withinadds "unique" tothe

abstractgeometre"place in



*in:In an incidence

geometry, the unique
line l

thatP and Q lie
on is

-

denoted by l
=PQ
-

tem:The Euclidean plane

G =(1, 2E) is an incidence

geometry.

rt: We already
showed

thatE is an abstract

geometry. Let's
show that

(i) and (ii)
above hold.



Let's show (i).

Let P =(x.,Y.), Q
=(X2,yz)

be distinctpoints,that

PF Q.

We already know,
since

is an abstract geometry,

thatthere exists
a line

through P and Q. We

mustshow there is amique

line through
P and Qu

me1:Suppose P =(X,1413

and G
=(x2,42) lie un

La and by where a flo



Since 4,QG La we know

a
=x,

=

x2.

Since P, QE L we#know b =x,
=x2

Butthen
a
=b.

contradiction.
Can'thappen.

2:Suppose P =(X,71)

and G =(x2, Yz) both
lie

on La and Lib

Since P, GLa we know

a =x,
=

xz .

Since P, QE Lm,b we
know



y,
=

mx, +b and Yz
=mXc+b.
e -

PE (m,b QELm,b

This implies that

y,
=

mx, +b
=ma +b

=mxz +b
=yc

↑ ↑

a a
Butthen

p =(x,y)) =(xx,yz)
=Q

Contradiction since PFQ.

3:Suppose P =(x, y13

and G=(x2, Y2) lie on

Limb and Ln, and



Lin,bF Ln,c.

Since P, Qt Lmb,we know

y,
=

mx, +b and yz
=mxctb

- -

PE Lm,b QELm,b

Ifx, =x2, then 4,QE Lx,

which we dealtwith
in

the previous case.

So we can assume XIFX2.

Thus, X1 -x2F0.

Subtracting the equs above
gives



yc- y,
=(mxz+b) - (mx, +b)
=m(X

=

- x,)

M=Thus,,Fo
Since y,

=mx,+b we know

-Mx,
Now do the same steps but

Use Lu,line
and you'll

yetthat

n =
yz- Y, and[ mx,-

Xz
- X1



Thus,

m =EY =n

and

b =y, - Mx1
=

y,
- MX1

=C.

So, Lm,b
=Ln,c.

Contradiction, since Imn
FLn, c.

By cases 1,2,3 we have

proven property (i).

Let's show property (i)

We need three non-collinear



paints in G.

Consider P =(0,0), Q
=(1,0)

and R=(0,1) R

Since these points ↳da
don'tall have the

↓
same x-coordinate

they don't all lie on a vertical

lines

have P, Q,RELm,can we

If so, them P

Orb 5PELm,b +b
0
=m +b =Qt(mib

1 =b
=ReLm,b

Can'thappen!



Thus property (i) is true,

So, I is an incidence geometry.

#

em:the hyperbolic

plane If
=(H1,2H) is

an incidence geometry.

-AW.



Iergem:Let(8,2) be

an incidence geometry.

Letlist
to be two

lines.

If e, ll, contains
two

or more points,
then l,=1z.

ti Suppose 4, QER,Mla
prov-
where PFQ.

By prop (i)
ofincidence

P

tries there is
a

geome
line through

P
unique
and Q.

Since P,QEl, 12 We



Know P, QE1, and P, QE2.

Since P, QE1, we know
-

1, =PQ.

Since P,QE2, we know
-

12 =PQ.

So, l,
=lz.

⑭



clary:Let(8,2) be

an incidence geometry

Lethis le betwo
lines in L.

Then either

(i) e, and
is one parallel

[1, =bur 2,11
=4]

Or

(i) e, and be interesect

in exactly one point.

Se,n
=243]

Hrf: Lethi,z_2.

⑮1: Suppose, 112
=4.



Then, I, IIIz.

case 2:Suppose li 112
=EP3.

-

then we are
in (i) above.

case 3:Suppose
I,Mlz has

-

more points.
two

or

Then, the
previous the

says

that I, = 12.

So, Iltz. #


